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ast Sunday, designer Sabyasachi
Mukherjee’s collection at the
grand finale of a fashion week
mesmerised the audience, as did
the Symphony Orchestra of India,
which played live while the models
exhibited Mukherjee’s work. According
to Xerxes Unvala, manager-co-ordination, programming and festivals at the
National Centre for the Performing,
“This was perhaps one of SOI’s most
challenging gigs. Trying to get the timing right with the segment was something new for the orchestra.”
One of the members of SOI, 23-yearold Aigerim Beisembekova, who hails
from Kazakhstan, played the flute at the
event. She concurs, “We had be in synch
with the models and it’s something we
hadn’t done before.” However, the
NCPA’s Chairperson, Khushroo Suntook,
hardly counts that as a feat. It’s just one
of the many outreach programmes that
SOI in the 10 years of its existence participated in. “If you see the progamme I
have got this season, you’ll realise it is
just something else,” he chuckles. “The
musicians ask me what I have got
against them that I have brought this.”
Excerpts from Tannhauser Holst’s
The Planets have 105 players and
Brahms’ Symphony No. 1 are few of the
scores on the anvil. “When we started
the chamber orchestra, it was a full
string ensemble. Now we have a few
woodwinds and the aim is to add on a
couple of brass instruments,” points
out Unvala. SOI’s associate music director Zane Dalal will serve as the conductor for Humperdinck: Excerpts from
Hansel and Gretel Malher: Symphony No.
1. And while we may celebrate the fact
that India’s homegrown symphony
orchestra completes a decade, Suntook
remarks, “Setting up the SOI was a mixture of dreams and nightmares.”
An avid listener of western classical
music, Suntook was often disappointed
to find few options concerning his passion. “Music lovers like me were frustrated and saw the need for our own
orchestra. We had to spend a lot of
money and travel abroad to listen to
our passion,” he rues. “At one stage, the
Calcutta Symphony Orchestra was
doing well. So, we always thought that
one day we should have enough opportunities to have our own orchestra.”
To a considerable extent, western
classical music exponent Mehli Mehta
and the Bombay Chamber Orchestra
Nunes (53), Prabhat Kishore (34) and
tried, “but there was just not enough
Mario Fernandes (55) have stuck
encouragement,” shares Suntook. “With
around. Incidentally, the three have
the building of the NCPA, an opportuniplayed together the violin for several
ty opened up because here were
Hindi films such as Mohabbatein
halls which were world-class
and Devdas. Fernandes says, “It
and that were not heavily
was difficult initially to make
occupied. We owe that to
the switch. But a couple of
Dr Jamshed Bhabha.” But
years later, we got used to it.
it was a chance meeting
with Marat Bisengaliev, a
What’s most gratifying, we
Kazakh violinist and conhave full-time jobs as musicians.
ductor of both the West
cians.” The trio considers their
nic
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Orchestra and Turanalem
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ca
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career. “It has inculcated a
ssense of discipline and we
Orchestra, and someonee
Suntook refers to as “a
have learnt from the visone man dynamo”,
iting conductors,” says
that resulted in an
Anthony.
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Forty-year-old resident of
to attend Bisengaliev’s concert. “I sugTurkmenistan, Olga Lyapina, has been
gested the idea of an orchestra in India
playing the violin for the SOI for a decand said there must be Indian players.
ade. She lives in Mumbai for 11 months
He agreed only if they are of quality,”
a year. “I have spent all my birthdays
says Suntook. “We started an audition,
since then in India and not with my
which went on and on and every player
family. Yet, the journey has been
who came was rejected.”
immensely satisfying. Each proEight Indian musicians were eventugramme, season after season, the shows
ally selected back then, of which Mark
are becoming tougher and we are grow-

Ten on tenor

The SOI launched with
the performance of
Tchaikovsky’s ballet, The
Nutcracker, on September
23, 2006

The Symphony Orchestra of India
turns 10 this month. Its oldest
associates recount the making of
NCPA’s biggest dream and nightmare

globalised world,” says Suntook.
“Any venture which is new in India
meets with criticism, that’s just how it
is unfortunately. But world-renowned
musicians or our own musicians
like Pyarelal (one half of the
Laxmikant-Pyarelal duo), whose
renditions we have performed, speak

of us highly. It was
reassuring.”
The next task at hand
was to organise an equally
engaging season two.
Notwithstanding, the SOI met
with their own set of challenges —one
being to convince people to invest a
sizeable amount in a home-grown
orchestra. “Our initial investment was
nearly three crore. It’s so little that people don’t believe it,” says Suntook. “But
Dr Bhabha always said when the cause is
good, the means will follow.”
The plan was to have more Indian
players play alongside good international players and learn from them
— much like the IPL system. Bringing
in new audiences, says Unvala, is
another challenge. “We have our
core audience who really know their
music. But we need to reach out to
newer audiences as that is our main
focus,” says Unvala. Outreach programmes, like the second Monday at
Prithvi Theatre in Juhu, are imperative to SOI’s agenda. So is the music
school for children, which started in
December 2012. From a handful, the
school now teaches 35 such students.
“We want to create professional
musicians as well as patrons of the
future,” says Unvala.

seen myself as a writer who has to
preserve the word,” he comments. “I
am a storyteller and I want my stories
to be heard.”
The new novel is a business thriller
weaving deftly through current events,
ancient Indian mythology and modern Indian history, both pre- and postpartition. Such dexterous storytelling
is not new to him. His first book, The
Rozabal Line (2008) dealt with the present and the time when Jesus was said
to have survived crucifixion and supposedly settled in India, a la Dan
Brown. The second book, Chanakya’s
Chant (2011), a political thriller, flitted
between the time of the legendary
strategist Chanakya from the Mauryan
Empire (340BC) and modern times.
Sanghi’s mythological thriller, The
Krishna Key (2012) talked about a serial
killer who believes himself to be Kalki
(the last of Vishnu’s avatars) and about
the Yadava god Krishna’s life.
But readers of Sanghi’s books will
notice a slight-yet-significant difference between those books and The
Sialkot Saga. The latter comes after his
association with James Patterson for
the book Private India: City on Fire
(2014). The Sialkot Saga has brisk, short
chapters; its disrupted narration binding people, events and incidents across
time spans without missing a beat.
“Co-authoring with Patterson is like a
masterclass in writing,” Sanghi has said
repeatedly. “While the first paragraph
of each chapter sucks the readers in,
the last paragraph hooks them enough
to make them turn the page. Although
the narrative is non-linear, there is an
overall arc and in between, a 1,000
short stories.”
The whole story of two protagonists, Arvind and Arbaaz, forays into a
fascinating world. Both have, proverbially speaking, 50 shades of grey. While
one is an underworld thug, the other is
into white collar crime. Their two lives
crisscross each other and end together.
Sanghi says the idea came to him when
he got to hear about scams on TV
“practically every day” during the fiveyear regime of the UPA 2 government.

“I thought to myself if business and
politics are cousins, then why not a
story on it?”
Once the idea struck, Sanghi got
busy – not with writing but with preparing a spreadsheet detailing the
plot. “It (plot) is more important than
the characters.” It took him six
months to meticulously fill up the
spreadsheet. The columns had a yearly
break-up of 60 years of the protagonists lives post-independence, their
ages, what they would be most likely
doing each year, and the political and
social incidents of each year. Modernday incidents such as the Mumbai terror attacks and events from pre-partition Indian history and the partition
itself form an integral part of the
book. A retinue of real personalities
from Atal Bihari Vajpayee to Rajiv
Gandhi, PV Narasimha Rao to Steve
Jobs, make guest appearances.
From the ancient Indian texts,
Sanghi brings in the intriguing story of
Rasayana alluding to the age-old science of increasing lifespan and later, its
reference to alchemy. “The stuff I write
about has been written before,” he
notes, “but not in the realm of popular
fiction.” He has culled a few experiences from his life as well. Case in point is
the scene when Arvind heads to
Calcutta and the Munimji teaches him
all the tricks of accounting. Sanghi
actually comes from a business family
and that was precisely what his
Munimji did. Just like an expert chef,
he has tossed different ingredients to
create the thriller.
The prolific storyteller is elated that
the movie rights for one of his books –
The Krishna Key – have been sold to a
studio. “The story will reach out to a
wider audience,” he says. He believes
that popular realm of movies, TV serials, videogames, e-books and illustrated graphic novels will pull in more
readers.
Post The Sialkot Saga, Sanghi has
three more ideas in the thriller space.
“Right now I don’t see myself writing a
non-thriller,” he says, “but stranger
things have happened.”
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Author Ashwin Sanghi
discusses his latest
novel - The Sialkot Saga
– and how co-authoring
with James Patterson
for the latter’s Private
India: City on Fire might
have influenced his
writing style

Some of the members of the SOI have been with the repertoire since its inception
ing as a repertoire,” she says. “The language barrier was huge. People couldn’t
follow what we were saying. But we
worked together.”
The evening of September 23, 2006,
saw the first result of the collaboration.
The SOI launched with Tchaikovsky’s
ballet, The Nutcracker, amidst patrons,

critics and naysayers. The cynics
asked: ‘Why support Western Classical
Music? Why is it called Symphony
Orchestra of India when only a
handful of performers are Indians?’
“Well, the Chelsea Football Team
doesn’t have a single English player.
How do you reason with that? It’s a
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n The Sialkot Saga, Ashwin Sanghi
writes about one of its two protagonists, Arvind, in (erstwhile)
Calcutta discussing with a friend
the death of Lal Bahadur Shastry. A
rising Marwari business tycoon, Arvind
is at the Victoria Memorial’s ‘puchka
joint’ because the “deal is bloody bril-

liant...32 puchkas for one rupee”.
That reference to the particular
‘puchka joint’ serving “fine, deep-fried
spheres filled with a spicy mix of potatoes and chana, dunked in tamarind
water” is no fluke. Sanghi says he asked
more than a score of old-timers who
lived in the city during the ’60s,
including his Kolkata-based editor’s

parents. Such details, he strongly
believes, give the reader a sense of the
period. There are references galore; for
instance, the description of The Other
Room of the Ambassador Hotel
(Mumbai) and its tuxedo-wearing
Greek owner is a memory gleaned from
his parents. “These things form the
tapestry of the story.”

Sanghi, who was in Bengaluru
recently for the launch of The Sialkot
Saga, looked pleased as he surveyed the
mostly-young audience from behind
an intricate wooden screen at the back
of the hall above Bookworm, the bookstore on Church Street. It feels like he
has struck the mother lode for authors
– the pulse of the reader. “I have never

